Reminder: The principle, ‘God SENDS His Word to heal’, can be understood to mean the following:

A. God’s Word itself has in-grained Healing Power and Potential.
B. Obedience to the General Word (Logos) Heals us.
C. Obedience to a Specific Instruction (Rhema) Heals us.
D. An Uttered Command or Decree to Heal.
E. Appropriating the Promises of Healing in God’s Word By Faith.

In this session, we to continue to unpack point D above - the issue of ‘DECREES’ (Part D).

A Reminder: ‘Decrees’ will be explained in Sessions 9 to 13. Here is a layout of this theme:

1. The Definition of Decree
2. Decree is Akin to Prayer and Requires it as its Foundation
3. Agree With Heaven, Then Decree To Earth
4. Personal Purity of the Declarer of the Decree is Primary
5. Disciplined and Pure Speech Accentuates the Power of Decree
6. God’s Decreed Word Frames Worlds, Times and Seasons
7. Decrees Are Rooted in Apostolic Doctrine and Their Authority Flows from it
8. Decree From an Ascended Position in Christ Downward to the Earth
9. Decrees Understand the Nature of the ‘Dabar’ Word of God
10. Decree With Faith
11. Decree From a Heart of Relational Mastery and Maturity
12. Decree Spirit and Life, Full of Grace, not Your Native Tongue
13. Decree From a ‘Moved’ or ‘Stirred’ Spirit
14. Decree in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ
15. Decrees and Their Results Demonstrate the Authority and Power of God’s Kingdom
16. Decree to Anticipate and Appropriate a Future Divine-determined reality Now
17. Decree Beyond Your Lifetime
18. Decree and Submission
10. DECREE WITH FAITH

The account of the cursing of the fig tree by Jesus and His subsequent comments highlight the absolute necessity for FAITH (unswerving or unshakeable belief and trust in God’s Person and Word). Faith reckons God’s purposes done or enacted even in the absence of any physical evidence of the same.

I deal comprehensively with the subject of FAITH in a separate series available on my website and YouTube channel:

For more on FAITH:
- Faith YouTube Playlist: https://cutt.ly/yxCjOaM

Faith’s focus is Fourfold …

1. God’s Person: Impartations of God’s nature - “OF God”
2. God’s Principles: Standards that we must obey - “IN God”
3. God’s Promises: Blessings within our Sonship - “FROM God”
4. God’s Purposes: Doing the Will of God - Our assignment - “FOR God”

All contained in and revealed through THE WORD OF GOD
Jesus cursed a fig tree for having lush leaves but no figs. Fig trees produce fruit first before leaves. This fig tree is parading leaves with no fruit. In Mark’s account, the fig tree dried up by the following day. The word released by Jesus manifested its power the next day. At the time of its release, the decree of Jesus took immediate effect, drying up the tree by the roots. This root dying effect manifested externally or visibly in the tree the next day. The force of the decreed word does not lose power, even though it may take time for its manifestation. When we utter decrees, we address ‘ROOT’ issues to correct ‘FRUIT’ issues.

Mark 11:12-14

12 On the next day, when they had left Bethany, He became hungry.
13 Seeing at a distance a fig tree in leaf, He went to see if perhaps He would find anything on it; and when He came to it, He found nothing but leaves, for it was not the season for figs.
14 He said to it, "May no one ever eat fruit from you again!" And His disciples were listening.

Mark 11: 20-26

20 As they were passing by in the morning, they saw the fig tree withered from the roots up.
21 Being reminded, Peter said to Him, “Rabbi, look, the fig tree which You cursed has withered.”
22 And Jesus answered saying to them, “Have faith in God.”
23 Truly I say to you, whoever SAYS to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and cast into the sea,’ and does not doubt in his heart, but BELIEVES that what he SAYS is going to happen, it will be granted him.
24 Therefore I say to you, all things for which you pray and ask, believe that you have received them, and they will be granted you.
25 Whenever you stand praying, forgive, if you have anything against anyone, so that your Father who is in heaven will also forgive you your transgressions.
26 [But if you do not forgive, neither will your Father who is in heaven forgive your transgressions.”]

In verse 23, the ratio of Believing:Speaking is 1:2. Our speech and decreeing must be TWO-FOLD of the content of faith within our heart. Note the DOUBLE emphasis here is on the person who SPEAKS without doubt what he believes. What he believes issues forth from out of his mouth. There is a double emphasis on speaking with your mouth that which you believe in your heart.
Apart from believing in the truth and power of God's communicated Word, faith for functioning in powerful decreeing also requires that we believe our words - or more accurately God's Word communicated in and through us.

When our words become one with God's Word, with His Words on our lips, then our speech has power and authority.

**We must believe our own words as true because they reflect the Words of God.** Some believe God's Word and yet that same word is not communicated undiluted and unfiltered through their words. **Believe God's Word. Believe your own words. DO NOT DOUBT THAT YOUR SPEAKING IS ACTUALLY GOD SPEAKING THROUGH YOU.**

God always requires a man who functions as His son as an interface between two realms, Heaven and Earth. Man as God's son is the necessary intermediary of His engagements with the earth. God's needs your and my voice to echo forth His Words in the dynamic of powerful decrees.

**Luke 1:51** And He said to him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, you will see the heavens opened and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man.”

God has chosen not to work and effect His purposes without partnership with man. God does not speak unless He has a man through whom to speak.

Do not doubt your own speech when you decree in faith.

**Jer. 1:9** Then the Lord stretched out His hand and touched my mouth, and the Lord said to me, “Behold, I have put My words in your mouth.

**Isaiah 51:16** I have put My words in your mouth and have covered you with the shadow of My hand, to establish the heavens, to found the earth, and to say to Zion, ‘You are My people.’”

God desires to use your yielded mouth in and through which to communicate His infallible Word. Our human weakness does not pose a threat to the integrity and purity of the eternal Word being communicated through us. The Eternal logos (Jesus Christ) was placed as a seed within Mary’s weak and vulnerable body and that seed was not compromised or threatened in any way. God simply desires your co-operation and yieldedness.
**TIMING**: The expectation of Heaven is usually far ahead of the responses of the Earth. The seasons of Heaven are usually a step ahead of the seasons of Earth. Earth must comply with and sync in/dovetail with the TIMING and EXPECTATION of Heaven.

“**Nothing but leaves**” (Mark 11:13) indicates that the tree had all the impressions and indications of being fruitful, yet it was not. Many posture a level of fruitfulness that is not their reality. From afar you might seem to be spiritual and spiritually fine and acute, yet on closer examination, all you amount to is but leaves without any fruit. **THE ISSUE HERE IS DECEPTION AND HYPOCRISY.** Some Christians and churches are operating in deception in that they offer false hope to the world. They give off a semblance of being able to mature the saints, yet people really cannot feed off and be sustained by that ministry. Is all that your life and church amount to are leaves without fruit?

**The crucial issue of timing**: ‘It was not the season for figs: Hence the tree was projecting something which the general season did not allow for; it acted out of sync with the prevailing season, specifically attempting to manifest something that the season did not mandate. We must only project what Heaven projects in a specific season.

**Migrating from Fig Tree Cursing Faith to Mountain-Moving Faith**: Jesus also alludes to the fact that we can grow in our expressions of faith when decreeing His will. He intimates growing from tree-cursing faith to mountain-moving faith.

**Matt. 21:21** And Jesus answered and said to them, ‘Truly I say to you, if you have faith and do not doubt, you will not only do what was done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and cast into the sea,’ it will happen.

It was not the season for figs. The demand of Heaven was far ahead with what the earth produced. We must comply with Heaven’s expectation of us in the earth.

The fig tree represents religion or religious activity not rooted in personal relationship with Christ. This mindset and behaviour is currently being cursed by God’s word. God is drying up every false, hypocritical expression purporting to parading itself as true and authentic.

Form without godliness:

**2 Tim. 3:5a** having a **form of godliness but denying its power.**
The mountain represents any formidable, satanic obstacle or contrary principle or condition (religious and otherwise) that is in opposition to the manifestation of God’s person, purpose or plans. God is removing or flattening significant obstacles that impede the rate at which His purposes are established.

In the days in which the temple at Jerusalem was being rebuilt after the return of the Jews from 70 years of Babylonian captivity, this rebuilding activity was halted because of opposition by certain individuals. Zechariah boldly prophesied to a ‘mountain’ that it would be flattened before Zerubbabel. In this context the mountain represents religious opposition that withstands any Divine initiative or intent.

**Zechariah 4:6-7**

Then he said to me, “This is the word of the Lord to Zerubbabel saying, ’Not by might nor by power, but by My Spirit,’ says the Lord of hosts. ‘What are you, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel you will become a plain; and he will bring forth the top stone with shouts of “Grace, grace to it!”’

The mountain here is described as ‘GREAT’. Zechariah says, “WHAT ARE YOU?”. This deliberately devalues the greatness of the mountain. He deliberately belittles, disempowers and devalues the greatness of the mountain. Speak to your mountain!

Prophets and prophetic people today can authoritatively decree to mountainous barriers, hurdles or impediments. Again a reminder, that decrees must be aligned to and seek to express God’s previously ordained will to be manifested on Earth. Zechariah’s decree is simply a desire to remove any hindrance to a previous decree of King Cyrus authorising the nation to rebuild the temple. These hindrances were intense - hence the mountain is described as ‘GREAT’. Great mountains can be flattened as a plain through powerful apostolic-prophetic decrees which are rooted in God’s revealed Word and will.

When the building process of your life is being opposed by satanic opposition, you can use decrees to speak to the mountainous opposition to be rendered ineffectual in its devilish intent. Decree, whilst deliberately seeing or perceiving the end process or result in view.

The mountain becomes a plain ‘before’ Zerubbabel, who is symbolic of an apostolic grace or anointing. Decrees must be anchored in connectivity to authentic apostles and credible apostolic doctrine. Many people are unsubmitted to apostolic authority and doctrine and seek to operate inaccurately in decreeing – with no results.
‘Faith’ locks into God’s will, becomes convinced of its reality and timing and boldly proclaims it as done - even in the face of severe opposition or contrary conditions. This is bold warfare. The chief imperative is to see God’s will done.

We are called to actively RESIST the Devil.

James 4:7 Submit therefore to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from you.

Submission to God is how you resist the devil. Your submission to God is your resistance of the devil. You cannot resist anything devilish until you are completely submitted to God in that same domain. The degree to which you can command your external world is the degree the degree to which God rules you internally. The first order of decree must be WITHIN YOURSELF – bring yourself into alignment with Heaven.

James 5:8,9a Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour. Resist him, steadfast in the faith, …

The words ‘in the faith’ has reference to the body of doctrinal belief we subscribe to. Your resistance of the devil is simply a matter of obedience to the principles of the faith. Your obedience is your immunity against satanic assault. The most powerful form of warfare is an obedient lifestyle. Active obedience to God’s Word is a powerful way to actively resist the devil. Overcome the devil by resisting him through your obedience to God’s Word.

Financial obedience to God in the principles of first fruits, tithes and offerings causes God to resist or rebuke the devourer on your behalf.

When Jesus was tempted by satan in the wilderness, He responded with “IT IS WRITTEN”. His response to satanic intrusion or opposition or temptation was with WORDS on HIS lips from God’s Word. We must do the same.

Wage warfare with authentic personal prophecies you have received and judged to be true. These carry power. Rehearse and re-say them as decrees against militating conditions that threaten their realisation.
1 Tim 1:18  This charge I commit to you, son Timothy, according to the prophecies previously made concerning you, that BY THEM you may wage the good warfare (KJV)

11. DECREE WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF RELATIONAL MASTERY OR MATURITY

Relational mastery and maturity is a powerful foundation on which decrees can be powerfully pronounced. Note that in Mark 11 quoted earlier, Jesus links powerful decrees with faith, prayer and relational accuracy/mastery/maturity. He concludes with a demand to forgive those who have hurt us. An unforgiving heart negates powerful decrees in the mouth. In my estimate, there is nothing that most seriously sabotages one’s authority to flow powerfully in the administration of decreeing, than a spirit of unforgiveness, bitterness, anger, resentment, etc to others. I deal with the matter of Forgiveness in an extensive series freely available on my website. If you cannot demonstrate your authority to forgive and remove the mountain of bitterness and unforgiveness in your own heart, then you have no authority at all authority to move any other ‘mountain’.

See my teaching on FORGIVENESS via these links:
   Forgiveness Audios: https://cutt.ly/bxCjrCq
   YouTube Forgiveness Playlist: https://cutt.ly/mxChBM1

15. DECREES AND THEIR RESULTS DEMONSTRATE GOD’S KINGDOM RULE AND DOMINION

The Kingdom of God refers to the right of God to rule in every created order, including Heaven and Earth - seen and unseen realms - and especially in and through His sons on Earth.

The issue of ‘decrees’ and ‘king’ are complementary. Decree’ is the prerogative and preserve only of ‘kings’. These decrees are powerful and cannot be revoked.

Esther 8:8  Now you write to the Jews as you see fit, in the king's name, and seal it with the king's signet ring; for a decree which is written in the name of the king and sealed with the king's signet ring may not be revoked."

Ezra 5:13  However, in the first year of Cyrus king of Babylon, King Cyrus issued a decree to rebuild this house of God.
You and I are kings in Christ, meant to rule in this life. Decrees are part of our rulership!

Rev. 1:6  and He has made us to be a kingdom, priests to His God and Father - to Him be the glory and the dominion forever and ever. Amen.

Rev. 5:10  You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God; and they will reign upon the earth."

Rom. 5:17  For if by the transgression of the one, death reigned through the one, much more those who receive the abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness will reign in life through the One, Jesus Christ.

Kings, by definition, RULE or REIGN over a domain. Thus, every time we exert the power of decree, inclusive to employing it to heal the sick, we are demonstrating kingship, rule, and dominion, and thus illustrating to the world that the kingdom of God has come amongst them.

Kings master WORDS. They employ the agency of speech to decree governmentally.

God’s Kingdom represents His RIGHT TO RULE. Melchisedek was King of Righteousness and King of Peace first before he is King of ‘Salem’. He ruled principles before a place.

The first order of ‘rule’ is self-management and self-discipline. Rule your flesh. God wants to rule in you before He rules through you.

Be thoroughly aware of the fact that you are a king in Christ and you are a representation of, and functioning in, the KINGDOM of God.

The expression of God’s power that results from decrees illustrate and announce the arrival of the Kingdom in that context.

Luke 10:9  "And heal the sick there, and say to them, 'The kingdom of God has come near to you.' (NKJV)

Luke 11:20  "But if I cast out demons with the finger of God, surely the kingdom of God has come upon you. (NKJV)

1 Cor. 4:20  The kingdom of God is not in word but in power. (NKJV)
**Matt 12:28** "But if I cast out demons by the Spirit of God, **surely the kingdom of God has come upon you.** (NKJV)

The Kingdom of God is superior to the kingdoms of this world. The Kingdom of God seeks to superimpose itself on every domain on the earth. You are king. Take up your authority in Christ, and through the Name of Jesus Christ, exercise it through faith-filled words, decreeing God’s will to your context.

**16. DECREEING REALITIES NOW TO ANTICIPATE OR APPROPRIATE YOUR FUTURE REALITY - THE ISSUE OF DIVINE TIMING**

In the Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus prayed, He stated in His prayer to His Father that He had already FINISHED His Father’s work, but yet He had not fulfilled the ultimate will of His father, viz. to die on a cross for the sin of humanity.

**John 17:4** I have glorified You on the earth. **I HAVE FINISHED THE WORK** which You have given Me to do. (NKJV)

Just before dying on the Cross, He said emphatically “It is finished”.

**John 19:30** So when Jesus had received the sour wine, He said, **“IT IS FINISHED”**. And bowing His head, He gave up His spirit. (NKJV)

The ‘finish’ actually took place in the garden before it was fulfilled on the cross. In the garden, Jesus lived in the certain reality that He had finished His Father’s will, that would later materialise completely in His death on the cross. Calvary’s victory on the cross was won in Gethsemane’s garden - on His knees in prayer. The principle is this: **you can, in your mentality, live in the power and fulfilment of a reality in your present - the complete fulfillment which will only manifest later.** Similarly, **we decree realities now as though they are true – at least to us who are convinced of them - but that come into view later.**

God calls the things which are NOT as though they are:

**Rom. 4:17** (as it is written, “I have made you a father of many nations”) in the presence of Him whom he believed - God, who **gives life to the dead and calls those things which do not exist as though they did;**
Jesus, even though He had not yet conquered death through His own death on the Cross, authoritatively lived in that reality in His present by authoritatively annulling the death of Lazarus, commanding him to live, by the decree, “Lazarus, come forth”.

**John 11:43** When He had said these things, He cried out with a loud voice, “Lazarus, come forth.”

Decrees can be issued forth in faith for realities which may still have a future manifestation, but can be activated now in the present. Jesus did not wait to first die on the cross, conquer the spirit of death, to then raise Lazarus from the dead. No, He raised him from the dead, although He had still to ultimately conquer the spirit of death later on the Cross. After His death and resurrection, Jesus held the ‘KEYS’, representative of ‘authority’, of death itself.

**Rev 1:7-8** When I saw Him, I fell at His feet like a dead man. And He placed His right hand on me, saying, “Do not be afraid; I am the first and the last, and the living One; and I was dead, and behold, I am alive forevermore, and I have the keys of death and of Hades.

Jesus acted in His present in the power of something He was to secure later (victory over death). We too can act and decree NOW certain things, things for which conditions might not yet have fully manifested, because the power of their fulfilment bears so overwhelmingly in us now. Led by the Spirit of Christ, and as you discern the appropriateness of the conditions and the timing of God, pull your future into your present and decree in faith!

A prophetic word is not just to inform you, but to set in motion a set of processes that initialise and proceed toward the final fruition of the word. **We must decree with a view of the ultimate end or fulfilment in view.**

**A Word released or decreed NOW may be fulfilled later.** A word in one place may be fulfilled in another place. The decree is not invalid because of the time lapse between utterance and fulfilment or the place of its release and the place of its fulfilment (cf. Joseph, who received the word in Canaan, but fulfilled it in Egypt).

**A word of encouragement here:** Do not feel ineligible or disqualified in reaching out for things you know are within God’s will for your life, even though by all accounts the natural
circumstances inform you that the time is not right. Jesus required figs from a fig tree when it was not the season for figs. Heaven’s demand does not require earth’s natural compliance or readiness. At times, we may press into what God requires, cutting across and even disregarding the negative militating factors in the natural order of things (Mark 11:13).

Consider the account the Syrophoenician woman who, as a Gentile, accessed a response from Jesus ‘before an established time’ (See Matthew 15:21-28).

17. **A DECREE LINGERS UNTIL MANIFESTATION**

Jesus authoritatively commanded the fig tree not to bear fruit and it was struck with barrenness from the roots. The manifestation of this command did not manifest the day it withered. **The power of a decree is set in motion and is operative at the precise moment of its release. There might be a time lag between the time of its release to the experience of the manifestation. Its authenticity and authority is not diminished with the passage of time or reality of contrary circumstances.**

The decree of the Persian King Cyrus for Jews to return to Jerusalem (year 538 BC) and rebuild its temple, after 70 years of Babylonian captivity, was still in force many hundreds of years after the event of its decree. He issued the decree at a moment in time. Results manifested immediately with a return of the Jews to Jerusalem.

**Ezra 1:1**  
Now in the first year of Cyrus king of Persia, in order to fulfill the word of the Lord by the mouth of Jeremiah, the Lord stirred up the spirit of Cyrus king of Persia, so that he sent a proclamation throughout all his kingdom, and also put it in writing, saying:

Eighteen years later, after the death King Cyrus, the legitimacy of this position and the rebuilding of the temple was challenged by certain enemies of God’s people, and the new King Darius authorised a search for the decree made by Cyrus. It was found in the archives, still valid and therefore enforced, and thereby silencing all the enemies of God’s people (year 520 BC). Furthermore, King Darius supplied God’s people with the necessary building materials to complete the job. What the enemy meant for evil, God turned for good.

**Ezra 6:1-3a**

1. Then King Darius issued a decree, and search was made in the archives, where the treasures were stored in Babylon.
2. In Ecbatana in the fortress, which is in the province of Media, a scroll was found and there was written in it as follows: “Memorandum -

3. In the first year of King Cyrus, **Cyrus the king issued a decree**: ‘Concerning the house of God at Jerusalem, let the temple, the place where sacrifices are offered, be rebuilt and let its foundations be retained …

The new king Darius could not revoke nor rescind the previous decree. Such is the power of decree.

“A decree has the power to outlive the declarer of that decree. Future principalities will find themselves deferring to an accurate decree.” (Anderson Williams)

Similarly, God in the present season is re-enforcing the original decrees, plans and purposes made concerning His Church. No concerted or robust satanic attempt to oppose this or render it null and void will succeed. Divine decrees cannot be overturned, overruled or rendered invalidated by satanic opposition.

Further too, every necessary resource to accomplish God’s total intent will be provided.

A Divine search is being made for God’s original intent for your life and every attendant Biblically founded purpose and blessing. These are being re-instituted to silence the enemy’s attempts to nullify and void our right and faith to reach out for its fulfillment.

**A Word of Encouragement.**

Jacob’s name was changed to Israel. Jacob means ‘supplanter’ and Israel means ‘one who prevails with or has power with God’. Jacob represents the weak carnal man and Israel represents the strong spiritual man. These two dimensions are in the same person and vie for ascendancy, in very much the same way as there are two natures in us competing for dominance. The nature we feed will have ascendancy and rulership over the other. We must not feed our fleshly nature, because it wars against our souls. Jacob summoned his sons to speak to them but the Israel in Jacob spoke to them. The ‘Israel’ in you must speak in decree, not the Jacob.

**Gen 49:1,2** Then Jacob summoned his sons and said, “Assemble yourselves that I may tell you what will befall you in the days to come. “Gather together and hear, O sons of Jacob; And listen to Israel your father.
Within the context of human weakness, the ‘Israel’ dimension in us must ‘SIT UP’. Jacob was sick, but the Israel in Jacob SAT UP to speak and decree the future of his sons. This decree continues generationally even up to today. It was prototypically prophetic of various expressions of apostolic tribes functional in the earth today.

**Gen 48:1,2**  Now it came about after these things that Joseph was told, “Behold, your father is sick.” So he took his two sons Manasseh and Ephraim with him. When it was told to Jacob, “Behold, your son Joseph has come to you,” Israel collected his strength and sat up in the bed.

There must be an internal collection before an external declaration and decree.

Jacob did this by FAITH. Faith includes sight into the unseen realm.

**Heb. 11:21**  By faith Jacob, as he was dying, blessed each of the sons of Joseph, and worshiped, leaning on the top of his staff

By faith, utter decrees of blessing on your sons and daughters.

**For your Meditation : To decree is an HONOUR for all the saints**

**Psalm 149:5-9**

5 Let the godly ones exult in glory; Let them sing for joy on their beds.
6 Let the high praises of God be in their mouth, And a two-edged sword in their hand,
7 To execute vengeance on the nations And punishment on the peoples,
8 To bind their kings with chains And their nobles with fetters of iron,
9 To execute on them the judgment written; This is an honor for all His godly ones. Praise the Lord!

**Psalm 149:9**  This honor have all His saints. (KJV)
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